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CD20 is expressed in the B lymphocyte, and an effective target for the detection and treatment of B cell
lymphomas. Therefore, CD20 has been studied as a therapeutic target of B cell lymphomas and autoimmune disorders. Specific anti-CD20 monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), such as rituximab, ofatumumab,
veltuzumab, and ocaratuzumab, have been developed. Revealing the recognition mechanism of antigen by
mAbs could contribute to understanding the function of mAbs and could be useful for the development of
vaccine. Rituximab is a mouse-human chimeric anti-CD20 mAb, which was developed and approved for
the treatment of the B cell malignancies. Hence, the binding epitope of rituximab for CD20 has been
studied. Some reports show that 170-ANPS-173, especially Ala170 and Pro172 of CD20 are important for
rituximab binding. However, only phage display results showed that 182-YCYSI-186 of CD20 is also
important for rituximab binding to CD20. In this study, we tried to determine the binding epitope of
rituximab for CD20 using histidine-tag insertion for epitope mapping (HisMAP) method. The results
showed that two regions of CD20 (169-PANPSE-174 and 183-CYSIQ-187) are important for rituximabbinding for CD20.
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lymphoma and B cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia.(13) The
binding of rituximab to CD20 causes cell destruction through
apoptosis pathway, antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity
(ADCC), and complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC).(14,15)
The epitope determination could contribute to understanding function of mAbs and development of vaccine.
Therefore, the binding region of anti-CD20 mAbs, including
rituximab on CD20, has been studied using such as crystal
structure, phage display, and peptide screening.(16–23) CD20
has a small and a large extracellular loop. The small loop is
between 74th and 80th amino acids of CD20, and the large loop
is between 141st and 187th amino acids of CD20. Many antiCD20 mAbs, including rituximab, bind to the large extracellular loop.(16) Some studies showed that 170-ANPS-173, especially Ala170 and Pro172 of CD20 binds to rituximab.(18,24)
Moreover, phage display results showed that rituximab binds
to a discontinuous region, 170-ANPS-173 and 182-YCYSI-186, of
CD20.(25) However, only phage display results showed the
importance of 182-YCYSI-186 for rituximab binding to CD20,
and other studies have not indicated 182-YCYSI-186 as an
epitope. Therefore, we tried to determine the epitope region of

Introduction

C

D20 is a transmembrane protein, which has four transmembrane domains and two extracellular loops.(1–3)
CD20 functions as a calcium-permeable cation channel in the
cell membrane,(4) and is related to B cell activation, differentiation, and regulation of calcium influx.(5,6) CD20 was first
identified as a human B lymphocyte-specific antigen,(7) and is
expressed on B cells from pre-B to mature B cell, and is also
detected in many types of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma(8,9);
therefore, CD20 is an effective target for the detection and
treatment of B cell lymphomas, and has been studied as a
therapeutic target of B cell lymphomas and autoimmune
disorders.(10–12)
Specific and sensitive monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) are
critical for the diagnosis of many types of cancer. For this
reason, many anti-CD20 mAbs such as rituximab, ofatumumab, veltuzumab, and ocaratuzumab have been developed.
Rituximab is a mouse/human chimeric mAb, and is first Food
and Drug Administration approved mAb, and used for the
treatment of lymphomas, including B cell non-Hodgkin’s
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rituximab for CD20 using a novel epitope mapping method. We
previously developed a RIEDL insertion for epitope mapping
(REMAP) method, which is a simple and an efficient method
for linear and conformational epitopes.(26–28) In this study, we
used a histidine tag (His-tag) insertion for epitope mapping
(HisMAP) method to determine the binding region of CD20 for
rituximab.
Materials and Methods
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Plasmid preparation

DNA encoding the CD20 gene (IRAL012D02) was provided by RIKEN BRC through the National BioResource
Project of MEXT, Japan.(29,30) The open reading frame of
CD20 was subcloned into a pCAG-Ble vector (FUJIFILM
Wako Pure Chemical Corporation, Osaka, Japan). Insertions
of a 5xHis-tag (5xH*) in the extracellular region of CD20
were performed using the HotStar HiFidelity Polymerase Kit
with oligonucleotides containing 5xH* insertions at the selected position. Ile141_5xH*_Lys142 (I141_5xH*_K142)
was produced for instance by inserting the 5-histidine sequence between Ile141 and Lys142 of CD20. Polymerase
chain reaction fragments bearing the desired mutations were
inserted into the pCAG-Ble vector using the In-Fusion HD
Cloning Kit (Takara Bio, Inc., Shiga, Japan).
The 5xH* insertion mutants produced were the following:
I141_5xH*_K142, K142_5xH*_I143, I143_5xH*_S144,
S144_5xH*_H145, H145_5xH*_F146, F146_5xH*_L147,
L147_5xH*_K148, K148_5xH*_M149, M149_5xH*_E150,
E150_5xH*_S151, S151_5xH*_L152, L152_5xH*_N153,
N153_5xH*_F154, F154_5xH*_I155, I155_5xH*_R156,
R156_5xH*_A157, A157_5xH*_H158, H158_5xH*_T159,
T159_5xH*_P160, P160_5xH*_Y161, Y161_5xH*_I162,
I162_5xH*_N163, N163_5xH*_I164, I164_5xH*_Y165,
Y165_5xH*_N166, N166_5xH*_C167, C167_5xH*_E168,
E168_5xH*_P169, P169_5xH*_A170, A170_5xH*_N171,
N171_5xH*_P172, P172_5xH*_S173, S173_5xH*_E174,
E174_5xH*_K175, K175_5xH*_N176, N176_5xH*_S177,
S177_5xH*_P178, P178_5xH*_S179, S179_5xH*_T180,
T180_5xH*_Q181, Q181_5xH*_Y182, Y182_5xH*_C183,
C183_5xH*_Y184, Y184_5xH*_S185, S185_5xH*_I186,
and I186_5xH*_Q187.
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Flow cytometry

Cells were harvested after brief exposure to 0.25%
trypsin/1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (Nacalai Tesque, Inc.). After washing with 0.1% bovine serum albumin in
phosphate-buffered saline, cells were treated with primary
mAbs (1 lg/mL) for 30 minutes at 4C and subsequently with
Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated anti-mouse IgG (1:1000; Cell
Signaling Technology, Inc., Danvers, MA) or FITCconjugated anti-human IgG (1:1000; Sigma-Aldrich Corp.
St. Louis, MO). Fluorescence data were collected using an
SA3800 (Sony Biotechnology Corp., Tokyo, Japan) for
HisMAP analyses.
Results
Production of 5xHis-tag-inserted CD20 proteins

In the HisMAP method, we utilized a 5xH* and an antiHis-tag mAb (HisMab-1).(31) 5xH* was inserted between two
neighboring amino acids at the extracellular region of CD20.
Rituximab can bind to CD20 when 5xH* is inserted in any
region independent of the rituximab epitope (Fig. 1A). In
contrast, rituximab lost its reactivity to CD20 when 5xH* is
inserted into the rituximab epitope region while the conformation of the rituximab epitope is disrupted by 5xH* insertion (Fig. 1B).
In this study, we employed the HisMAP method to
investigate the epitope of rituximab for CD20. We

Cell lines

CHO/CD20 was produced in our previous study.(29,30)
CD20 mutation plasmids were transfected into CHO-K1 cells
using Lipofectamine LTX with Plus Reagent (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA). CHO-K1 cells and transfectants were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Nacalai
Tesque, Inc., Kyoto, Japan) supplemented with 10% heatinactivated fetal bovine serum (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Inc.), 100 U/mL of penicillin, 100 lg/mL streptomycin, and
0.25 lg/mL amphotericin B (Nacalai Tesque, Inc.) at 37C in
a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2. The transfectants were cultivated in a medium containing 0.5 mg/mL
Zeocin (InvivoGen, San Diego, CA).
Antibodies

C20Mab-11 was developed as previously described.(30)
Rituximab was purchased from R&D Systems (Minneapolis,
MN). HisMab-1 was developed as previously described.(31)

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of HisMAP method.
(A) The 5-histidine tag is inserted into CD20. Rituximab can
bind to CD20 when 5xH* is inserted into any region, which
is independent of the rituximab epitope. (B) Rituximab will
not bind to CD20 when the conformation of the rituximab
epitope is disrupted by 5xH* tag insertion. HisMAP,
histidine-tag insertion for epitope mapping.
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Determination of the rituximab-binding region using
HisMAP method

Mutant protein expressing CHO-K1 cells were treated with
HisMab-1 (Fig. 3A), anti-CD20 mAb (C20Mab-11, Fig. 3B),
or rituximab (Fig. 4), and were analyzed using flow
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constructed 46 mutant plasmids of CD20, in which
5xH* was inserted into the second extracellular loop
region of CD20 (from Ile141 to Gln187) (Fig. 2). Mutant plasmids were transfected into CHO-K1 cells, and
mutant proteins were transiently expressed on CHO-K1
cells.

ASANO ET AL.

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of histidine tag insertion mutants of CD20. The 5xH* was inserted into the large extracellular loop of CD20, and 46 mutants were constructed.
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FIG. 3. Confirmation of mutant expression on CHO-K1 cells. Each 5xH* inserted mutant was expressed on CHO-K1 cells
and incubated with HisMab-1 (A) or C20Mab-11 (B) for 30 minutes at 4C, followed by treatment with secondary antibody.
Red lines: treated with HisMab-1 or C20Mab-11, black lines: without first antibody as negative control.
cytometry. Results of the flow cytometry analysis showed
that HisMab-1 used as a positive control detected 41 mutants.
Although HisMab-1 did not detect five mutants
(I141_5xH*_K142, C183_5xH*_Y184, Y184_5xH*_S185,
S185_5xH*_I186, and I186_5xH*_Q187) (Fig. 3A), anti-

CD20 mAb (C20Mab-11) detected these five mutants
(Fig. 3B), indicating that all CD20 mutant proteins were
expressed on CHO-K1 cells. Since 5xH* was not inserted in
wild-type CD20, HisMab-1 did not react with CHO/CD20
(Fig. 3A).
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FIG. 4. Epitope mapping of rituximab using histidine tag insertion mutants of CD20. Each 5xH* inserted mutant was
expressed on CHO-K1 cells and incubated with rituximab for 30 minutes at 4C, followed by treatment with secondary
antibody. Red lines: treated with rituximab, black lines: without first antibody as negative control.
In contrast, rituximab did not detect the nine mutants
(P169_5xH*_A170, A170_5xH*_N171, N171_5xH*_P172,
P172_5xH*_S173, S173_5xH*_E174, C183_5xH*_Y184,
Y184_5xH*_S185, S185_5xH*_I186, and I186_5xH*_Q187),
and weakly detected one mutant (E174_5xH*_K175) (Fig. 4).

FIG. 5. Schematic illustration of epitope mapping of rituximab. Two regions (169-PANPSE-174 and 183-CYSIQ-187)
are important for the binding of rituximab to CD20.

These results indicate that two peptides (169-PANPSE-174, and
183-CYSIQ-187) are important for binding rituximab to CD20.
These results are summarized in Figure 5.
Discussion

The binding of rituximab to CD20 causes cell destruction
through apoptosis pathway, ADCC, and CDC. To understand
the molecular mechanism of recognition of CD20 by rituximab, the binding epitope of rituximab has been studied.
Polyak et al. conducted flow cytometric analysis using point
mutation of CD20.(32) Mutation of Ala170 and Pro172 in
human CD20 abrogated the binding of rituximab. Although
rituximab did not recognize murine CD20, introduction of
Ala170 and Pro172 into the equivalent positions in murine
CD20 reconstituted the epitope recognized by rituximab.
These results indicated that Ala170 and Pro172 are essential
for rituximab binding to CD20. Teeling et al. also reported
that amino acids from Tyr165 to Tyr182 of CD20 contribute
to binding of rituximab, especially Ala170 and Pro172 are
absolutely essential.(18)
Binder et al. demonstrated the epitope analysis of rituximab using phage display, and results showed that rituximab
binds to a discontinuous region in CD20: 170-ANPS-173 and
(25)
Moreover, the crystal structure
182-YCYSI-186 of CD20.
of the rituximab Fab in complex with a synthesized peptide
were solved by Du et al.(24) The 170-ANPS-173 of CD20 is
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embedded into the pocket on the surface of rituximab, and
plays an essential role in the binding of rituximab to CD20.
These studies showed that 170-ANPS-173 of CD20 is important for rituximab binding. Especially, Ala170 and Pro172 of
CD20 are critical epitope of rituximab. In this study, we
showed that 169-PANPSE-174 and 183-CYSIQ-187 are important for binding rituximab to CD20 using HisMAP method.
The result that 169-PANPSE-174 peptide is important for rituximab binding is consistent with previous studies even
though Pro169 and Glu174 are added.
In HisMAP method, two mutants, P169_5xH*_A170 and
S173_5xH*_E174, lost their reactivity to rituximab (Fig. 4);
therefore, we judged that Pro169 and Glu174 of CD20 are also
important for rituximab binding. Crystal structure analysis
showed that a hydrogen bonding is formed between Pro169 of
CD20 and Ser50 of rituximab heavy chain. In addition to hydrogen bonding interaction, Pro169 of CD20 makes van der
Waals contacts to Asn93 of rituximab light chain and Ser59 of
rituximab heavy chain.(24) Glu174 of CD20 also makes van der
Waals contacts to Tyr102 and Trp106 of rituximab heavy
chain. Therefore, Pro169 and Glu174 also contribute to the
interaction of CD20 with rituximab.
Moreover, our results indicated that 183-CYSIQ-187 are
also important for rituximab binding (Figs. 4 and 5). Binder
et al. showed almost the same region as a rituximab binding
motif.(25) However, crystal structure analysis showed this
region is not binding to rituximab.(24) The large extracellular
loop of CD20 has a disulfide bond between Cys167 and
Cys183. Reduction of CD20 caused abrogation of rituximab
binding to CD20.(3) This result indicated that Cys167-Cys183
disulfide bond is essential for rituximab binding to CD20, and
CD20 recognition by rituximab is critically dependent on the
conformation of CD20. Two epitope regions, 169-PANPSE-174,
and 183-CYSIQ-187, are located on adjacent site because
Cys167 and Cys183 make the disulfide bond. Insertion
of 5xH* into 183-CYSIQ-187 region may affect the structure of
169-PANPSE-174 region, or may cause the disruption of
Cys167-Cys183 disulfide bond resulting in inhibition of the
rituximab binding.
In HisMAP method, His-tag system consists of His-tag and
HisMab-1 can be used as control for expression of mutant
proteins; therefore, HisMAP method is applicable to the
epitope mapping for proteins for which there are not specific
antibodies. However, five mutants (I141_5xH*_K142,
C183_5xH*_Y184, Y184_5xH*_S185, S185_5xH*_I186,
and I186_5xH*_Q187) did not react with HisMab-1. The
inserted His-tag in I141_5xH*_K142 and I186_5xH*_Q187
is located on juxtamembrane; therefore, HisMab-1 may not
access to the His-tag. Moreover, full-length protein expressed
on membrane is used in HisMAP method, whereas a partial
sequence of protein in solution is usually used in X-ray
crystallography and peptide scanning; hence, HisMAP
method can detect antigen–antibody interaction, which is
close to native state. In this report, we showed that HisMAP
method is useful for epitope mapping of rituximab; however, further studies are required for the investigation of
structure analysis of interaction between HisMab-1 and
inserted His-tag.
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